In this paper we do a review of research in software and game development, game modding communities, open-source development and open content creation. The ideas gathered in this research used to create a conceptual model for the creation of a collaborative on-line framework for browser games development. The generated conceptual model will be used in future work to build and test the framework.
INTRODUCTION
Computer games are an increasingly popular application of computer technology [11] , and a very important part of today's entertainment culture.
Game development is a complex and demanding task that typically needs teams with various skills and expertises to create an interesting and viable game [2] [7] . In the context of Free and Open Source Software (FOSS) games, the need to have programmers, designers, graphical artists, musicians and others on the team make the barriers to entry somewhat high.
Various researchers have studied the software development process applied to games development, and its particulars both in commercial and FOSS settings.
In a related movement to FOSS, Open Content and Creative Commons allows for collaboration and sharing in various fields not related software development, like writing, arts, music, and others.
PROBLEM DEFINITION AND OBJECTIVES
The main purpose of this work is to create and test an on-line collaborative framework for isometric browser games development. Users will be able to upload graphic and sound content to the library, define game rules and objectives, and then to play their created games and share them with other people. While there are other on-line game creation frameworks, to our knowledge none combines both open source technologies and an open content library. This work will have two main research lines. The first one deals with the practicality of creating browser based games using open source tools and technology. The second is to find if an open content collaborative framework is a viable option to the development of open source quality games.
Ultimately the purpose of this research is to access the feasibility of an open collaborative development model in the specific area of browser games. This is also related to work being developed by a team of researchers in ISCTE-IUL [8] [7] .
Research Output
The main artifact to be produced on this research is an on-line platform for collaborative game creation. It will be built using FOSS tools (PHP, MySQL, Javascript), and allow users to create on-line isometric games by uploading media (images, sounds) and defining game rules.
Hopefully this will lead to the creation of a library of open game graphics and sound that can be used freely under a Creative Commons license.
Following the basic tenets of open source, creators can both team up to work on games, or can clone an existing game (fork) and create a better/different version based on their own ideas For example, if someone plays a game and thinks he could improve it, he will be encouraged to join the creators or failing that to create his own version. This will hopefully allow the creation of increasingly better games. Both the content library and the games library will be open and its contents will be publicly browsable. Nevertheless all authorship information will be kept by the system so that creators will be credited even in derived works.
The information collected about the relation between producers and consumers of content will also be analyzed empirically, hopefully leading to some insight into the complex nature of these exchanges.
Expected Results
There are several results to expect from this work. Both the technological and social aspects of games and game development are a part of this, and as such we want to gather results in both
LITERATURE REVIEW
We are interested in reviewing literature related to the study of the software development process applied to games. We will look at commercial game development in one hand and open source game development. There is also a field tangential to game development that is game modding and mod development. The game modding communities are a lot like FOSS communities and are an interesting research topic in this area.
Of interest to our problem is also the study of the processes used in the game modding community. We also will look at some examples of collaborative content creation from others fields to find out some practices that can be used to help solve our problem.
Generic and commercial games development
Commercial game development is a multidisciplinary team effort, requiring specialized knowledge and skills. The game development industry has been growing and is a very important business today. Games marketing is in every medium and some games have production values and revenues comparable to the movie industry.
Overview of the game development process
Having an idea for a game is not enough. It must be elaborated allowing for a team to start working. These teams can include a lot of people:
• programmers
• graphical artists
• musicians and sound experts
• designers
• managers
• producers Costa & Aparício (2006) [8] propose a framework that divides game development in several activities:
• Conception
•

Game specification
• Storyboard production
•
Analysis and Design
• Programming and production
These activities can then be engaged by the team using various approaches and the end result of this process a playable and fun game (hopefully) that can be sold to the public.
Frameworks and methodologies
There are some research papers studying the game development process and proposing frameworks and tools to improve the process. In this section I'll make an overview of these frameworks and tools.
In the process proposed by Costa & Aparício [8] they adopt an iterative waterfall development model encompassing all the different activities that contribute to the creation of a game. In the conception activity the team engages in brainstorming meetings to generate ideas for the game. In the game specification phase the product manger writes a document that describes the game from an end user point of view. The document specifies what the game is about, explains game play, can have concept art, and describes the features and characteristics of the game. Next in the storyboard production phase a series of sketches and mock-ups are created detailing the scenes and sequences of the game and user interaction. Art style is also defined in this phase.
In the analysis and design phase software engineers create the technical architecture of the game using UML. Also the tools and platform for the game are defined. In the implementation phase all the documents generated previously are put to use by the various teams to create the game art, and a functional program that compiled into a function game.
In the testing phase the game is tested and feedback is generated and sent back to the teams that will take the appropriate measures to correct the problem. This process goes on until the game is deemed ready to be sold to the public.
In another case study by the same researchers [7] they found that the application of this process in a real life situation may be very chaotic.
Tran and Biddle (2009) [19] did an ethnographic study of collaboration in a game development team. In this study they collected data on a team developing two games for business training. The team members had the following roles: game programmer, lead graphic artist, graphic artist, graphical user interface designer, usability expert and a manager.
The researchers analyzed the type of work done, the collaboration in the development process, the office space, social atmosphere, role differentiation, information sharing, product goals and other variables. The authors identified three core factors that contributed the most to a successful collaboration in the team: role respect, short iteration cycles and shared vision. Role respect means that each member of the team has a clearly defined understanding of what he contributes to the game. Team members acknowledge the roles are complementary and everyone is important to the end goal. Short iteration cycles means that the game is changed and tested almost daily leading to a continuous evaluation and discussion of the product by all team members who keep 'up-to-date' with the development process. Shared vision means that there is an understanding and agreement about the end product. There are no conflicting views of how the game should be. According to the authors this leads to a strong collaborative spirit in the team and means the team works by default in collaborative mode.
Game Modding
Game modding and its community have been an example of community driven innovation and collaborative development [17] . Game users acquire the games and then go on to modify, create and remix the game content with or with out the encouragement of the game developers themselves.
Questions arise about content ownership and the relationships between modders and game developers and companies. The author argues that a web of affordances allows games to modified, and that these affordances shape the very modding community governing who mods what, where, when, how and why.
Types of mods
Game mods can mean different things to different people. So I will try to categorize the various types of modding going on and their significance for my work. All kinds of modding are a kind of content remixing and the way this is done is important in determining the best strategies to facilitate this.
• User interface customizations -In this type of modding the focus is on changing the visual interface of the game and is the more widely supported by game studios as way of increasing user satisfaction [14] . The kind of changes allowed is different from game to game and range from purely visual customization (textures, models) to game play enhancing information displayed on the screen.
• Game conversion -This type of modding imply access to the game engine (normally with the blessing of the creators) and to the tools necessary to change and tweak every aspect of the games. Notorious games which support this are Half-Life, Neverwinter Nights. In this type of modifications modders can tweak and change game content, add new content, and even create a completely new game using the provided tools.
• Machinima and Art Mods -Machinima is the creation of movies using in-game scenes and content. Some movies just use the default game content and art but others can use the conversion tools to adapt the game engine to their needs. In machinima game play experience is used for the purpose of story telling and or gameplay demonstration.
• Game console hacking (home-brew apps) -This kind of modding is the usage of the consoles hardware for ends outside the creators of the consoles intended usage. Usually this entails the exploitation of some kind of software or hardware bug to run user created software on the console. The usages range from installation of general purpose operating systems (Linux), user created games (called home-brew), and other software intended to broaden the utility of the hardware (media players, chat, etc.).
Licenses
In the modding scene the form of licensing used is very important. Some games only allow user interface modding and no engine reverse engineering or customization. Others allow the usage of the engine but not of the game content or artwork. Some games encourage the free redistribution of modded content as a means of increasing the game popularity and appeal for new new gamers.
It is no surprise that the most thriving modding communities exist where the game studios have the more liberal licenses and even encourage the creation of mods.
Infrastructure and development tools
The quality and availability of the tools that enable game modification also plays a major part in the success of the modding communities. Games that are built on modular engines with good modification tools are more likely to be modded. Some studios release to the public the same tools they used to create the game, allowing for mods that have the same technical quality as the main game. Clearly this is also an important enabler for the creation of a strong community and quality mods.
Community practices
Unlike game programmers modders do not get paid to create mods for commercial games. Sometimes cash prizes can be awarded at game modding competitions [18] , but this an exception. The main incentive for game modders, aside from the possibility to enhance their own game playing experience, is the ability to learn about game development and maybe use those skills later to find a job in a game studio.
These skills and knowledge are complemented by gaining status among peers, community recognition and reputation. It can be said the modders are exchanging their effort for some kind of social capital that will benefit them later on [15] .
FOSS games development
According to Scacchi [16] FOSS development communities do not use traditional software development methodologies and are contributing to a new view of how complex software can be developed. Regarding FOSS games development Scacchi [16] identifies five software development processes being used across FOSS development communities:
Requirements analysis and specification
The author did not find evidence in any of the projects of formal requirements and specification documents as prescribed in software engineering methodologies. Apparently all requirements and features are discussed at length by the community in threaded message lists (mailing lists) and summarized in web pages after the implementation. This culture of reinvention allows even communities to take over old and historical closed source or proprietary projects and recreate them as FOSS projects that are sustained by the motivation and interest of their members to keep alive and develop these old systems. The author gives the example of the MAME (Multiple Arcade Machine Emulator) project that has brought to life thousands of old almost lost arcade games.
Coordinated version control
It's noteworthy that FOSS projects evolve along with their communities and after acquiring a critical mass of 10-15 core developer they can grow almost exponentially defying the old laws of software evolution.
Project management and career development
Typically a FOSS project is organized as a pyramid meritocracy. In this form of organization authority, trust and respect are awarded to the most experienced and influential contributors to the project who assume positions of more responsibility in the project. Normally there are more than one person in this decision making position and there is shared decision making.
These core teams seem to prefer incremental changes and innovations and if a developer or group wants to push for a radical change this core team must be convinced or otherwise the proposers may fork the project. In the long run few forks are successful and so this reinforces the incremental innovation mindset.
The structure of FOSS communities tends to be logically centralized and physically distributed and supported by tools like CVS and discussion lists. This leads to a kind o virtual project management where there is a process of community decision making that is directed and controlled by the core team which encourages certain patterns of development and social control.
As for the motivation of the developers: some just participate for the fun and a personal sense of accomplishment, others use FOSS development to exercise and hone their professional skills, and other still thrive on the social capital gained through networking in the community and peer recognition. All of this motivations may be present in one FOSS developer albeit in different degrees.
Software technology transfer and licensing
While software technology transfer is neglected in other areas, in FOSS the diffusion, adoption and usage of other FOSS software systems is an widely adopted practice. This practice is in the core of the rapid evolution of FOSS software systems. Tools like control version systems, development tools (compilers, ides, debuggers), database management servers, web servers, content management systems, operating systems, and communication tools that are themselves FOSS projects are routinely used, adapted, and built upon by other FOSS projects. This sociotechnical process enables FOSS to exist with no centrally planned and man aged software development centers.
The one thing that facilitates the above process is the FOSS software licensing. The GPL and other similar licenses reinforce the beliefs and practice of sharing, studying, modifying and redistributing software, and are a kind of glue that maintains the FOSS community and fosters it's growth and expansion.
Open Content and Creative Commons
Open content as defined by [4] From a systems perspective open content benefits from virtual communities connected to the internet, easily available production tools, and easy content distribution.
There are lots of examples of collaborative content creation on the internet. Wikipedia is the most visible example, but innumerable other wikis, portals, forums attests to the widespread adoption of these ideas. Researchers are also begining to study these phenomenon. Portuguese researchers conducted an experiment in on-line brainstorming and art creation to show the power of this kind of tools [10] . Other sources of of studies about collaborative content creation include the analysis of a music creation community [5] .
Motivations for Open Content collaboration
According to [4] the main motivations for creating open content are the following:
• People find stimulating working together for a common goal.
• Learning and developing new skills.
• Possibility of feedback.
• Intrinsic motivation (passion for doing something).
• Altruism (giving to the community).
• Publicity.
• Indirect revenue.
Many of this motivations are in accord with the motivations found in open-source programmers and companies [3] . This also brings in to focus an underlying motivation to be free and independent from the big corporations, that is present in opensource and also in open content communities.
What is Creative Commons
Creative Commons is an non-profit organization that promotes free accessible creative works for sharing and building upon. They created a series of licenses for creative works commonly known as Creative Commons Licenses. These licenses enforce the attribution of the works while enforcing also the ability to share them freely and allow for others to use them and remix them into their own creations [13] . While open source licenses apply to software, creative common licenses aim to be their equal for creative and artistic works. The creative common licenses offer a legal and copyright support for the open content creation and collaboration.
Commons based peer production
This term was coined by Yochai Benkler [1] the describes a new mode of organizing production. A loosely connected and highly distributed network of individuals cooperate without market signals or centralized management producing something by sharing resources and outputs. This mode is radically decentralized, collaborative and non-proprietary.
Reuse and mixing of aesthetic/cultural products has limited capabilities to generate new works, but according to Cheliotis [6] can lead to doubling the output of the community production. He also concludes that content and mixing contest can be a form of attracting new authors to the community but in practice is more helpful to generate publicity for the products of the community.
While these communities are loosely connected and widely distributed, they favor the creation of strong bonds between a core of peers who steer the community and create most of the products.
Community of practice
Communities of Practice is another concept that can be helpful to understand these on-line communities. The term was coined in 1991 in a work by Lave and Wenger [12] about learning and participation. Since then various authors have used it in different contexts and with different meanings [9] .
For our analysis we assume that a Community of Practice is a group of people brought together by common interests and shared goals and try to achieve those goals by a process of social learning and community membership [6] .
This definition of the term puts a focus on the membership and learning aspect of the community, and it seems to be a common thread both to open source communities and open content production communities.
CONCEPTUAL MODEL
After studying the literature about game development, modding, open-source development and open content, we are in a better position to design our framework in a way that maximizes the appeal to the kind of person who would be a member of a game creation community.
First we must identify the mail roles we need to have for successful games development. We will have graphics designers, sound designers, game designers and game players. One member of the community can have one or more of this roles according to the kind of content he contributes and uses.
Graphic designers -authors of graphic content in the media library.
Game designer -author and creator of games using the tools in the site and assets from the media library.
Sound designers -authors of sound content in the media library.
Player -players are community members who play and rate the games and assets in the media library.
Our framework will have 3 main areas: the media library, the game creation tool, and the games portal interface.
Common concepts for all areas
All areas of the framework will share some concepts designed to improve the community participation.
1. All pieces of content will have authorship attribution and all authors credited in a piece of content will also be credited in derivative pieces of content.
2. All content will be rated by the members of the community.
3. There will be rankings for content listing the highest rated pieces of content, the most viewed, and the most used (played in the case of games).
4. There will also be a ranking for authors based on the ratings and number of their creations.
5. Whenever possible there will be previews of the content available for easy identification.
6. There will be a system of awards for authors using the rankings, that will highlight the winner for a period of time in the community. For example an Author of the Month award every month.
7. All content in the framework will be licensed under a Creative Commons or Open Source license (whichever is more appropriate).
8. Whenever someone intends to create an improved version of a piece of content they should fork it and then make the changes to allow the original author to be credited. There will be no way to enforce this automatically but we expect authors to respect this and report any violations. There will have to be content managers that will arbitrate and enforce these rules.
9. There will exist a forum associated with the framework with topics like: technical help, game discussion, framework discussion, etc.
Media library
The media library will be primarily used by the graphics and sound designer to upload their content and review (and possibly reuse) other authors content. Game designers will also use the media library browse content and add it to their game.
All the content in the media library will be identified by type and tagged to allow for easy navigation and search. Also there will be the possibility of creating content packs grouping atomic pieces of content into sets related by any criteria defined by the authors.
The types of content available in the library will be:
Isometric tiles: used to build the maps and objects on the game.
Sprites: sets of graphics depicting game characters and their library. animations.
Backgrounds: images to use in the background of the game canvas.
Sounds: sound effects for game actions.
Music: background music for games.
Game creation tool
This area will allow the game designers to use the assets in the media library and the HTML5/Javascript engine to create games that can be enjoyed by others members of the community. The authors of all assets used on the game will be credited in the game in their respective role.
The main tasks that can be performed in this area are the following:
• Create and edit the game maps using tile assets from the library.
• Create connections between the maps allowing players to move from map to map within the game.
• Create and assign characters (player and non-player) to the game and maps.
• Create and assign objects to the maps.
• Assign events and behaviors to the characters and objects to create interactive games.
• Define the winning and losing conditions.
• Edit game information like title, description, story, screen-shots and other information that will be used to promote the game.
Besides creating a game from scratch using these tools authors will be able to fork an existing game and edit all aspects of the game creating a new derivative game (that will credit the original author also).
Games will also have a tagging system to allow game categorization and easier browsing and search.
Game portal interface
This will be the more publicly visible part of the framework. Members of the community and anonymous users will be able to see and play the games. Here we'll be able to browse and search the games, play them and rate them (only for members).
The games will be displayed using the information provided by the author with focus on visual information (screenshots). Games with high play rates and or high ratings will be highlighted in the front page were the game and authors rankings will also appear.
A comment system will be associated with the games allowing for users to give feedback to the game creators.
The portal will also have a section for articles (tutorials, technical and others) written by members of the community and other invited writers. This will reinforce the learning focus of the community and allow more senior members to share their experiences with newer ones.
FUTURE WORK
The work included in this paper is only the first step in the creation and testing of the collaborative games creation framework. This is the groundwork needed to start with the building of a prototype web application that will flesh out these ideas and give us some metrics on the applicability of these ideas and their success in the field.
CONCLUSION
Browser games are using mostly closed technologies. It is possible to create good quality games using Open Source tools and open collaborative frameworks. Using open licenses both for code and art resources on games allows the creation of a pool of resources that enriches all futures games based on this technology. This approach also allows creators with good game ideas but poor artistic skills to engage in game creation. The opposite is also true, because an artist can take a good game with poor graphics and make a version with better ones.
The ability to remix content to make new things allowed recent revolutions in areas like music, video and software development. Games make use of these things but not in an integrated matter.
The reviewed literature allowed us to create a conceptual model of the framework that incorporated the most important ideas of how on-line collaborative efforts work and create successful communities. Also the study of the methodologies for software and game development guided the division of roles and tasks between the various parts of the framework. The conceptual model that will guide the creation of the framework and allow us to test if these ideas taken from different areas can be applied to collaborative game creation.
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